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What we have covered in 
the contract for Security

What we neglected
to cover

Source: https://xkcd.com/2347



But I thought you read the 
AppSec clauses before we 
signed the contract!”



All contracts start  
   with good intentions

Contracts don’t have
“Patch Tuesdays”!

But if when things go wrong…



So how do we know 
what AppSec

(or Security)
clauses do we
need to have 

in our contracts?



Writing security clauses
   for contracts
    is just another form of

   Threat Modeling*…
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…but you do it in Legalese

* Threat Modeling = Taking a structured approach to asking “What else could go wrong?”



▪Feasible
▪ Is it doable within the scope of 

the contract?
▪Provable
▪ Can we check or measure if the 

supplier met this requirement?
▪Useful
▪What risk or threat are we mitigating with this clause?

So what makes a good 
security clause? 
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a.k.a. “What’s the problem we’re trying to solve?”



Provable?

Threat: 
Security vulnerabilities in code

The Supplier’s code must be 
free of any security 

vulnerabilities

The Supplier must perform 
regular pentests, and share 

the pentest reports

Feasible? The Supplier must do its 
utmost to ensure the code is 

free of vulnerabilities

Provable?

The Supplier must implement 
controls such as SAST and 

DAST in their SDLC

The Supplier must not deploy 
to Prod software with High or 
Critical security vulnerabilities

USEFUL?

The Supplier must pay 
its developers well



▪Results focused
▪ Stating what we want

▪Approach focused
▪ Stating how we want to achieve it

▪Evidence focused
▪ Stating how it’s going to be proved that we got it

There’s more than one 
way to sort an array,
ditto for writing security 
clauses
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Threat: 
Lack of security knowledge in 

the development team

The Supplier shall ensure that 
the developers working on 
Customer’s projects have 

adequate AppSec knowledge

The Supplier shall organize 
yearly AppSec trainings for 
the developers working on 

Customer’s projects

What
How

The Supplier will share with the 
Customer the curriculum for its 
AppSec training program, and 

evidence of attendance

Proof

Supplier’s developers must attend DefCamp
every year, and compete in the CTF



Threat: 
Supplier infrastructure 

vulnerable to security attacks

The Supplier’s infrastructure 
must be resilient against 

security attacks

The Supplier shall implement a 
Vulnerability Management program 
to ensure the cyber resilience of its 

IT infrastructure

What

How

The Supplier will share with the 
Customer the results of the yearly 

security assessments performed by 
independent 3rd Parties

Proof



“
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The Phantom Clause Menace 

The Supplier shall 
follow the Customer's 
Security Policies

Why “Phantom”?
   Because nobody reads
    them policies before signing!



We’ve updated our security policies!

▪ How are parties informed about 
policy changes?

▪ How is the impact of the 
policy changes assessed?

▪ Who is responsible for any 
extra costs?

So… who picks up 
the bill now?



“
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Hm, Upgrades

Who’s responsible?



Source: https://xkcd.com/2347

“The Supplier shall maintain the application 
up-to-date and apply relevant patches”

“The Customer is responsible for updating 
the underlying operating systems”

VMWare

Log4J

K8s Angular

React

Node.JS

Apache

PHP

.Net

Oracle

WAF



SAY “BEST PRACTICES”

ONE MORE TIME !

BEST PRACTICES

Best Practice clauses are just
“feel good” statements

Be explicit and specific: 
OWASP Secure Coding 
Practices Checklist, Microsoft 
Azure Security Best Practices, 
NIST SP 800-63-3 Digital Identities, 
OWASP ASVS etc.



“ About those audits 
and pentests…



What audits and pentests can
the Customer perform?

You

shall not pass!

▪ Right to audit: frequency, notice periods,
how many hours of work, costs for 
extra time.
▪ Pentests: Production or Development-only, 

methods allowed and not allowed, systems 
or time periods out-of-scope, in-house 
pentesters or external authorized companies?
▪ Obligations to share 3rd party audits and pentest 

reports between companies
▪ Code reviews: is the code intellectual property, who’s 

authorized to access it – and how?



How about AI?



Let’s ask the AI to write 
clauses about AI

(…what could possibly go wrong?)









But please remember….

AI is 
not a 
lawyer!



What, you wanted MORE 
contractual AppSec 
clauses?



Where do we go 
 from here?

Big reveal coming: New OWASP Project !

OWASP AppSec Contract Builder
(provisional title)

Framework, templates and (hopefully) 
tools for your AppSec contractual needs

Contributors are welcomed!



What to consider for your AppSec 
clauses & contractual Threat Model
▪ Breach & incident notifications, 

incident response coordination
▪ Security policies
▪ Vulnerability management: 

scope, frequency, stack
▪ SBOMs
▪ AppSec controls to be 

implemented in the SDLC
▪ Access management

▪ AI clauses
▪ Auditing, pentesting
▪ Regulations, certifications
▪ Data access prod/dev/test
▪ Logging
▪ Security education, training
▪ Data retention
▪ Copyright, intellectual property

@sebastian_paul sebastian@avarvarei.comhttps://www.linkedin.com/in/sebastianavarvarei/



THANK YOU!

Now go forth, 
and sin no more

@sebastian_paul

sebastian@avarvarei.com

linkedin.com/in/sebastianavarvarei


